To bridge the gap between the capabilities of the state-of-the-art in factoid question answering (QA) and what real users ask, we need large datasets of real user questions that capture the various question phenomena users are interested in, and the diverse ways in which these questions are formulated. We introduce ComQA, a large dataset of real user questions that exhibit different challenging aspects such as temporal reasoning, compositionality, etc. ComQA questions come from the WikiAnswers community QA platform 1 . Through a large crowdsourcing effort, we clean the question dataset, group questions into paraphrase clusters, and annotate clusters with their answers. ComQA contains 11,214 questions grouped into 4,834 paraphrase clusters. We detail the process of constructing ComQA, including the measures taken to ensure its high quality while making effective use of crowdsourcing. We also present an extensive analysis of the dataset and the results achieved by state-of-the-art systems on ComQA, demonstrating that our dataset can be a driver of future research on QA.
Introduction
Factoid QA is the task of answering questions whose answer is one or a small number of entities (Voorhees and Tice, 2000) . To advance research in QA in a manner consistent with the needs of end users, it is important to have access to benchmarks that reflect real user information needs by covering various question phenomena and the wide lexical and syntactic variety in expressing these information needs. The benchmarks should be large enough to facilitate the use of data-hungry machine learning methods. In this paper, we present ComQA, a large dataset of 11,214 real user questions collected from the WikiAnswers community QA website. As shown in Figure 1 , the dataset contains various question phenomena. ComQA questions are grouped into 4,834 paraphrase clusters through a largescale crowdsourcing effort, which capture lexical and syntactic variety. Crowdsourcing is also used to pair paraphrase clusters with answers to serve as a supervision signal for training and as a basis for evaluation. Table 1 contrasts ComQA with other publicly available QA datasets. The foremost issue ComQA tackles is ensuring research is driven by real information needs formulated by real users. Most large-scale benchmarks resort to highlytemplatic synthetically generated natural language questions (Bordes et al., 2015; Cai and Yates, 2013; Su et al., 2016; Talmor and Berant, 2018; Trivedi et al., 2017) . Other benchmarks utilize Free917 (Cai and Yates, 2013) WebQuestions (Berant et al., 2013) SimpleQuestions (Bordes et al., 2015) QALD (Usbeck et al., 2017) LC-QuAD (Trivedi et al., 2017) ComplexQuestions (Bao et al., 2016) GraphQuestions (Su et al., 2016) ComplexWebQuestions (Talmor and Berant, 2018) TREC (Voorhees and Tice, 2000) search engine logs to collect their questions (Berant et al., 2013) , which creates a bias towards simpler questions that search engines can already answer reasonably well. In contrast, ComQA questions come from WikiAnswers, a community QA website where users pose questions to be answered by other users. This is often a reflection of the fact that such questions are beyond the capabilities of commercial search engines and QA systems. Questions in our dataset exhibit a wide range of interesting aspects such as the need for temporal reasoning (Figure 1 , cluster 1), comparison (e.g., comparatives, superlatives, ordinals) ( Figure  1 , cluster 2), compositionality (multiple, possibly nested, subquestions with multiple entities) (Figure 1, cluster 3) , and unanswerable questions e.g., Figure 1 , cluster 4.
ComQA is the result of a carefully designed large-scale crowdsourcing effort to group questions into paraphrase clusters and pair them with answers. Past work has demonstrated the benefits of paraphrasing for QA (Abujabal et al., 2018; Berant and Liang, 2014; Dong et al., 2017; Fader et al., 2013) . Motivated by this, we judiciously use crowdsourcing to obtain clean paraphrase clusters from WikiAnswer's noisy ones, resulting in ones like those shown in Figure 1 , with both lexical and syntactic variations. The only other existing dataset to provide such clusters is that of Su et al. (2016) , but that is based on synthetic information needs.
For answering, recent research has shown that combining various resources for answering significantly improves performance (Savenkov and Agichtein, 2016; Sun et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2016) . Therefore, unlike earlier work, we do not pair ComQA with a specific knowledge base (KB) or text corpus for answering. We call on the research community to innovate in combining different answering sources to tackle ComQA and advance research in QA. We also use crowdsourcing to pair paraphrase clusters with answers. ComQA answers are primarily Wikipedia entity URIs. This has two motivations: (i) it builds on the example of search engines that use Wikipedia as a primary way of answering entity-centric queries (e.g., through knowledge cards), and (ii) most modern KBs ground their entities in Wikipedia. Wherever the answers are temporal or measurable quantities, TIMEX3 2 and the International System of Units (SI) 3 are used for normalization. Providing canonical answers allows for better comparison of different systems.
We present an extensive analysis of ComQA, where we introduce the various question phenomena in the dataset. Finally, we analyze the results of running state-of-the-art QA systems on ComQA. The main result is that ComQA exposes major shortcomings in these systems, mainly related to their inability to handle compositionality, time, and comparison. Our detailed error analysis provides inspiration for avenues of future work to ensure that QA systems meet the expectations of real users. To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• We present a dataset of 11,214 real user questions collected from a community QA website. The questions exhibit a range of aspects that are important for users and challenging for existing QA systems. Using crowdsourcing, questions are grouped into 4,834 paraphrase clusters that are annotated with answers. ComQA is available at: http://qa.mpi-inf.mpg.de/comqa.
• We present an extensive analysis of the dataset, and quantify the various difficulties found within. We also present the results of state-ofthe art QA systems on ComQA, and a detailed error analysis.
There are two main variants of the factoid QA task, with the distinction tied to the underlying resources used for answering and the nature of these answers. Traditionally, the problem of QA has been explored over large textual corpora (Cui et al., 2005; Dietz and Gamari, 2017; Ferrucci, 2012; Harabagiu et al., 2001 Harabagiu et al., , 2003 Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002; Saquete et al., 2009; Voorhees and Tice, 2000) with answers being textual phrases. More recently the problem has been explored over large structured resources such as knowledge bases (Berant et al., 2013; Unger et al., 2012; Yahya et al., 2013) , with answers being semantically grounded entities. Very recent work demonstrated that the two variants are complementary, and a combination of the two results in the best answering performance (Savenkov and Agichtein, 2016; Sun et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2016) . QA over textual corpora. QA has a long tradition in IR and NLP, including benchmarking tasks in TREC (Voorhees and Tice, 2000; Dietz and Gamari, 2017) and CLEF (Magnini et al., 2004; Herrera et al., 2004) . This has predominantly focused on retrieving answers from textual sources (Ferrucci, 2012; Harabagiu et al., 2006; Prager et al., 2004; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002; Saquete et al., 2004 Saquete et al., , 2009 Yin et al., 2015) . In IBM Watson (Ferrucci, 2012) , structured data played a role, but text was the main source for answers, combined with learned models for question types. The TREC QA evaluation series provide hundreds of questions to be answered over a collection of documents, which have become widely adopted benchmarks for answer sentence selection (Wang and Nyberg, 2015) . ComQA is orders of magnitude larger than TREC QA.
Reading comprehension is a recently introduced task, where the goal is to answer a question from a given textual paragraph (Kociský et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2017; Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Trischler et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2015) . This setting is different from factoid QA, where the goal is to answer questions from a large repository of data (be it textual or structured), and not a single paragraph.
QA over knowledge bases. Recent efforts have focused on natural language questions as an interface for KBs, where questions are translated to structured queries via semantic parsing (Bao et al., 2016; Bast and Haussmann, 2015; Berant et al., 2013; Fader et al., 2013; Reddy et al., 2014; Mohammed et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2014; Yao and Durme, 2014; . Over the past five years, many datasets were introduced for this setting. However, as 
Overview
In this work, a factoid question is a question whose answer is one or a small number of entities or literal values (Voorhees and Tice, 2000) . For example, "Who were the secretaries of state under Barack Obama?" and "When was Germany's first post-war chancellor born?".
Questions in ComQA
Questions: A question in our dataset can exhibit one or more of the following phenomena:
• Simple: These are questions that ask about a single property of a named entity. E.g.:"Where was Einstein born?"
• Compositional: A question is compositional if obtaining its answer requires answering more primitive questions and combining these. These can be intersection or nested questions. Intersection questions are ones where two or more subquestions can be answered independently, and their answers intersected (e.g., "Which films featuring Tom Hanks did Spielberg direct?").
Nested questions are those where the answer of one subquestion is necessary to answer another ("Who were the parents of the thirteenth president of the US?").
• Temporal: These are questions that require temporal reasoning for deriving the answer, be it explicit (e.g., 'in 1998'), implicit (e.g., 'during the WWI'), relative (e.g., 'current'), or latent (e.g. 'Who is the US president?'). Temporal questions also include those whose answer is an explicit temporal expression ("When did Trenton become New Jersey's capital?").
• Comparison: We consider three types of comparison questions, namely, comparatives ("Which rivers in Europe are longer than the Rhine?"), superlatives ("What is the population of the largest city in Egypt?"), and those containing ordinals ("What was the name of Elvis's first movie?").
• Telegraphic (Joshi et al., 2014) : These are short questions formulated in an informal manner similar to keyword queries ("First president India?"). Systems that rely on linguistic analysis of questions often fail on such questions. • Answer tuple: Where an answer is a tuple of connected entities as opposed to a single entity ("When and where did George H. Bush go to college, and what did he study?").
Answers in ComQA
Recent work has showed that the choice of answering resource, or the combination of resources significantly improves answering performance (Savenkov and Agichtein, 2016; Sun et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2016 • Empty: Some questions are based on false premises, and hence, are unanswerable e.g., "Who was the first human being on Mars?" (no human has been on Mars, yet). The correct answer to such questions is the empty set. Such questions allow systems to cope with these cases. Recent work has started looking at this problem (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) .
Dataset Construction
Our goal is to collect a dataset of factoid questions that represent real information needs and cover a range of question phenomena. (Fader et al., 2014) . Extracting factoid questions and cleaning the clusters are thus essential for a high-quality dataset.
Preprocessing of WikiAnswers
To remove non-factoid questions, we applied the following two filters: (i) removing questions starting with 'why', and (ii) removing questions containing words like (dis)similarities, differences, (dis)advantages, benefits, and their synonyms. Questions matching these filters require a narrative as an answer, and are therefore out of scope. We also removed questions with less than three or more than twenty words, as we found these to be typically noisy or non-factoid questions. This left us with about 21M questions belonging to 6.1M clusters.
To further focus on factoid questions, we automatically classified the remaining questions into one or more of the following four classes: (1) temporal, (2) comparison, (3) single entity, and (4) multi-entity questions. We used SUTime (Chang and Manning, 2012) to identify temporal questions and the Stanford named entity recognizer (Finkel et al., 2005) to detect named entities. We used part-of-speech patterns to identify comparatives, superlatives, and ordinals. Clusters which did not have questions belonging to any of the above classes were discarded from further consideration. Although these clusters contain false negatives e.g., "What official position did Mendeleev hold until his death?" due to errors by the tagging tools, most discarded questions are out-ofscope e.g., "How does the government help fight poverty?".
Manual inspection. We next applied the first stage of human curation to the dataset. Each WikiAnswers cluster was assigned to one of the four classes above based on the majority label of the questions within. We then randomly sampled 15K clusters from each of the four classes (60K clusters in total with 482K questions). We then sampled a representative question from each cluster at random (60K questions). We relied on the assumption that questions within the same cluster are semantically equivalent. These 60K questions were manually examined by the authors and those with unclear or non-factoid intent were removed along with the cluster that contains them. As a result, we ended up with 2.1K clusters with 13.7K questions.
Curating Paraphrase Clusters
We inspected a random subset of the 2.1K WikiAnswers clusters and found that questions in the same cluster are semantically related but not equivalent, which is line with observations in previous work (Fader et al., 2014) . Dong et al. (2017) reported that 45% of question pairs were related rather than genuine paraphrases. For example, Figure 2 shows 10 questions in the same WikiAnswers cluster. Obtaining accurate paraphrase clusters is crucial to any systems that want to utilize them (Abujabal et al., 2018; Berant and Liang, 2014) , and important to better understand our dataset. We therefore utilized crowdsourcing to clean the Wikianswers paraphrase clusters. We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to identify semantically equivalent questions within a WikiAnswers cluster, thereby obtaining cleaner clusters for ComQA. Once we had the clean clusters, we set up a second AMT task to collect answers for each ComQA cluster of questions.
Task design. In designing the AMT task to clean up WikiAnswer's paraphrase clusters, we had to ensure the simplicity of the task to obtain high quality results. Therefore, rather than giving workers a WikiAnswers cluster and asking them to partition it into clusters of paraphrases, we showed them pairs of questions from a cluster and asked them to make the binary decision of whether questions in the pair are paraphrases. To improve the efficiency of this annotation effort, we utilized the transitivity of the paraphrase relationship. Given a WikiAnswers cluster Q = {q 1 , ..., q n }, we proceed in rounds to form ComQA paraphrase clusters. In the first round, we collect annotations for each pair (q i , q i+1 ). The majority annotation among five annotators is taken. An initial clustering is formed accordingly, with clusters sharing the same question merged together (to account for transitivity). This process continues iteratively until no new clusters can be formed from a given WikiAnswers cluster.
Task statistics. We obtained annotations for 18,890 question pairs from 175 different workers. Each pair was shown to five different workers, with 65.7% of the pairs receiving unanimous agreement, 21.4% receiving four agreements and 12.9% receiving three agreements. By design, with five judges and binary annotations, no pair can have less three agreements. This resulted in questions being placed in paraphrase clusters, and no questions were discarded at this stage. At the end of this step, the original 2.1K WikiAnswers clusters became 6.4K ComQA clusters with a total of 13.7K questions. Figure 3 shows the distribution of questions in clusters.
To test whether relying on the transitivity of the paraphrase relationship is suitable to reduce the annotation effort, we asked annotators to annotate 1,100 random pairs (q 1 , q 3 ), where we had already received positive annotations for the pairs (q 1 , q 2 ) and (q 2 , q 3 ) being paraphrases of each other. In 93.5% of the cases there was agreement. Additionally, as experts on the task, the authors manually assessed 600 pairs of questions, which serve as honeypots. There was 96.6% agreement with our annotations. An example result of this task is shown in Figure 2 , where Turkers split the original WikiAnswers cluster into the four clusters shown.
Answering Questions
We were now in a position to obtain an answer annotation for each of the 6.4K clean clusters.
Task design. To collect answers, we designed another AMT task, where workers were shown a representative question randomly drawn from a cluster. Workers were asked to use the Web to find answers and to provide the URLs of Wikipedia entities that are suitable answers. Due to the inevitable incompleteness of Wikipedia, workers were asked to provide the surface form of an answer entity in case it does not have a Wikipedia page. If the answer is a full date, workers were asked to follow dd-mmm-yyyy format. For measurable quantities, workers were asked to provide units. We use TIMEX3 and the international system of units for normalizing temporal answers and measurable quantities e.g., '12th century' to 11XX. If no answer is found, workers were asked to type in 'no answer'.
Task statistics. Each representative question was shown to three different workers. An answer is deemed correct if it is common between at least two workers. This resulted in 1.6K clusters (containing 2.4K questions) with no agreed-upon answers, which were dropped. We manually inspected some questions with no agreed-upon answers. Some questions were subjective, for example, "Who was the first democratically elected president of Mexico?". Other questions received related answers e.g., "Who do the people in Iraq worship?" with Allah, Islam and Mohamed as answers from the three annotators. Other questions were underspecified e.g., "Who was elected the vice president in 1796?", which misses the entity. At the end of the task, we ended up with 4,834 paraphrase clusters with 11,214 question-answer pairs, which form ComQA.
Dataset Analysis
In this section, we present a manual analysis of 300 questions sampled at random from the ComQA dataset. This analysis helps understand the different aspects of our dataset. A summary of the analysis is presented in Table 2 .
Question categories. We categorized each question as either simple or complex. A question is deemed complex if it belongs to one or more of the compositional, temporal, or comparison classes (see Section 3). 56.33% of the questions were complex, with 32% compositional, 23.67% temporal, and 29.33% contain comparison conditions. Note that a question might contain a combination of conditions ("What country has the highest population in the year 2008?" with comparison and temporal constraints).
We also identified questions of telegraphic nature e.g., "Julia Alvarez's parents?", with 8% of our questions being telegraphic. Such questions pose a challenge for systems that rely on linguistic analysis of questions (Joshi et al., 2014) .
We counted the number of named entities in questions, with 23.67% containing two or more entities, indicating the compositional nature of questions. 2.67% have no entities e.g., "What public company has the most employees in the world?". Such questions are hard since current methods assume the existence of a pivotal entity for each question.
Finally, 3.67% of questions are unanswerable, e.g., "Who was the first human being on Mars?". Such questions incentivise QA systems to return non-empty answer sets only when suitable. We also compared ComQA with other current datasets over different question categories (Table 3) . Answer types. We annotated each question with the most fine-grained context-specific answer type (Ziegler et al., 2017) . Answers in ComQA belong to a diverse set of types that range from coarse, e.g., person to fine, e.g., sports manager. Types also include literals e.g., number and date. Figure 4 (a) shows the set of answer types on 300 annotated examples as a word cloud.
Question topics. We annotated questions with topics they belong to: e.g., geography, movies, or sports. These are shown in Figure 4 (b) , and demonstrate the topical diversity of ComQA.
Question length. Questions in ComQA are fairly long, with a mean length of 7.73 words, indicating the compositional nature of questions.
Experiments
We experimented with various state-of-the-art QA systems, which achieved humble performance on ComQA, highlighting the need for new methods to handle the question phenomena within ComQA.
Experimental Setup
Splits. We generated a random split of 70% (7,850), 10% (1,121) and 20% (2,243), which serve as train, development and test sets.
Evaluation Metrics. We follow standard evaluation metrics adopted by the community: we compute average precision, recall, and F1 scores across all test questions. However, because ComQA includes unanswerable questions whose correct answer is the empty set, we define precision and recall to be 1 for a system that returns an empty set in response to an unanswerable question, and 0 otherwise (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) .
Baselines
We evaluated two categories of QA systems that differ in the underlying answering resource: either KBs or textual extractions. We ran the follow- ing systems using their publicly available code: (i) , which automatically generates templates using question-answer pairs; (ii) Bast and Haussmann (2015) , which instantiates query templates followed by query ranking; (iii) Berant and Liang (2015) , which relies on agendabased parsing and imitation learning; (iv) Berant et al. (2013) , which uses rules to build queries from questions; and (v) Fader et al. (2013) , which maps questions to queries over open vocabulary facts extracted from a large text corpus of Web documents. Note that our intention is not to assess the quality of current systems, but to show the challenging nature of ComQA. All systems were run over the data sources for which they were designed. The first four baselines are over Freebase, therefore, we mapped ComQA answers (Wikipedia entities) to the corresponding Freebase names using the information stored with entities in Freebase. We observe that the Wikipedia answer entities have no counterpart in Freebase for only 7% of the ComQA questions. This suggests an oracle F1 score of 93.0. For Fader et al. (2013) , which is over web extractions, we mapped Wikipedia URLs to their titles. Table 4 shows the performance of the baselines on the ComQA test set. Overall, the systems achieved poor performance, suggesting that current methods cannot handle the complexity of our dataset, and that new models for QA are needed. Table 5 compares the performance of the systems on different datasets. For example, while achieved an F1 score of 51.0 on WebQuestions, it achieved 22.4 on ComQA.
Results
The performance of Fader et al. (2013) is worse than the others due to the incompleteness of its underlying extractions and the complexity of ComQA questions that require higher-order relations and reasoning. However, the system answered complex questions, which KB-QA systems failed to answer. For example, it successfully answered "What is the highest mountain in the state of Washington?". The answer to such a question is more readily available in Web text, compared to a KB, where more sophisticated reasoning would be required to handle the superlative. While text can easily answer questions like the one above, a slightly modified question e.g., "What is the fifth highest mountain in the state of Washington?" might not be explicitly found in text, which can be answered using KBs. Both examples above demonstrate the benefits of combining text and structured resources.
Error Analysis
For the two best performing systems on ComQA, QUINT and AQQU (Bast and Haussmann, 2015) , we manually inspected ComQA questions on which they failed, 100 questions per system. We classified failure sources into four categories: compositionality, temporal, comparison or NER. Table 6 shows the distribution of failure sources of both systems.
Compositionality. Both systems could not handle the compositional nature of questions. For example, they returned the father of Julius Caesar as an answer for "What did Julius Caesar's father work as?". However, the question requires another KB predicate that connects the father to his profession. For "John Travolta and Jamie Lee Curtis starred in this movie?", both systems returned the movies Jamie Lee Curtis appeared in, ignoring the part constraint that John Travolta should appear in them as well. Answering multirelation questions over KBs remains an open problem given the large number of KB relations.
Temporal. Our analysis reveals that the tested systems often fail to capture temporal constraints in questions, be it explicit or implicit. For example, for "Who won the Oscar for Best Actress in 1986?", both systems returned all winners and ignored the explicit year in the question together with the temporal aspect 'in 1986'. Implicit temporal constraints e.g., named events like 'Vietnam war' in "Who was the president of the US during Vietnam war?" pose a challenge to current methods. Such constraints need first to be detected and normalized to a canonical time interval (Novermber 1st, 1955 to April 30th, 1975 for the Vietnam war). Then, these systems need to compare the terms of the US presidents with above interval to account for the temporal relation of 'during'. While detecting explicit time expressions can be done reasonably well using existing time taggers (Chang and Manning, 2012) , identifying implicit ones is still a challenge. Furthermore, retrieving the correct temporal scopes of entities in questions (e.g., the terms of the US presidents) is hard due to the large number of temporal KB predicates associated with entities.
Comparison. Both systems perform poorly on comparison questions (comparatives, superlatives, and ordinals), which is expected since they were not designed to address those. To the best of our knowledge, no existing KB-QA system can handle comparison questions. Note that our goal is not to assess the quality the of current methods, but to highlight that these methods miss categories of questions that are important to real users. For "What is the first film Julie Andrews made?" and "What is the largest city in the state of Washington?", both systems returned the list of Julie Andrews's films and the list of Washington's cities, for the first and the second questions, respectively. While the first question requires the temporal attribute of filmReleasedIn to order by, the second question needs the attribute of hasArea. Identifying the correct attribute to order by as well as determining the order direction (ascending for the first and descending for the second) is challenging and out of scope for current methods. NER. NER errors come from false negatives, where entities are not detected, or false positives, where systems identify entities not intended as such. For example, in "On what date did the Mexican Revolution end?" QUINT identified 'Mexican', rather than 'Mexican Revolution' as an entity. For the latter case, the question "What is the first real movie that was produced in 1903?" does not ask about a specific entity. QUINT could not generate SPARQL queries and returned empty answer. Existing QA methods expect a pivotal entity in a question, which is not always the case.
Note that while baseline systems achieved low precision, they achieved higher recall (21.2 vs 38.4 for QUINT, respectively) ( Table 4 ). This reflects the fact that these systems often cannot cope with the full complexity of ComQA questions, and instead end up evaluating underconstrained interpretations of the question.
To conclude, current methods can handle simple questions very well, but struggle with complex questions that involve multiple conditions on different entities or need to join the results from sub-questions. Handling such complex questions, however, is important if we are to satisfy information needs expressed by real users.
Conclusion
We presented ComQA, a large-scale dataset for factoid QA that harnesses a community QA platform, reflecting questions asked by real users. ComQA contains 11,214 questions paired with their answers, with questions grouped into paraphrase clusters through crowdsourcing. Questions exhibit a range of phenomena that state-of-theart systems struggle with, as we demonstrated. ComQA is a challenging dataset that should help drive future research on factoid QA to match the needs of real users.
